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SPACE! The 2019 Walk-a-thon is Coming Up!
Evie Whelan, Teresa Youngman, and Evelyn Wang

The 2019 Walk-a-thon is coming up soon, and this year it’s space themed! The yearly
fundraiser will take place on Saturday, November 16th. Hundreds of students will come
together to walk laps around the school, eat food, play games, and even win prizes, including your very own
stuffed Hero the Husky. Kids will get to throw pies in their favorite teacher’s faces. The top walkers from each
grade level will be awarded special medals, and the person who does the most laps overall will get the Bad to
the Bone award. There will also be raffles where you can receive special prizes such as gift baskets and teacher
dates. If you want, you can also pay tickets to put your friends- or enemies- in the Dog Pound. Additionally,
artists have been creating t-shirt designs for the event, and all of these are due tomorrow, Sept. 17. Good luck to
anyone who’s submitted a design! Everyone, make sure to save the date so that you can have an amazing time
at the Walk-a-thon!

Super Sports
By Colin Pearce

Here at EDS, our sports teams are dominating! The boys’
volleyball varsity team is currently undefeated this season after beating
Monroe, Redwood, and CT English. The past two years, the same boys, in
JV volleyball took home the championship 2 times in a row. These huskies
will probably continue in high school as volleyball stars. Varsity captain,
Isaiah Ramirez commented about the volleyball season so far. “Volleyball
isn't about winning, it's about the journey.” Isaiah thinks his volleyball
team will get the victory royale.
Also, EDS hosted the first Cross Country meet last week. With
runners from 12 schools racing around our track, EDS was hopping. It
was an amazing day of good energy and hustle. Keep up the great work
husky athletes!

Dartboard or Not?
By Marcus Lau

Outside Mr. Smith’s
classroom, where the L-Quad meets the
elementary school playgrounds, there’s
a dartboard painted in white on the
blacktop. Most people, including me,
are wondering what the dartboard is
supposed to be. When asked, Mrs.
Kinney, Mrs. Cline, Mr. Smith, and Mr.
Silva all didn’t know the purpose of the
dartboard. Each one, however, had
their theories. Most of the teachers
thought the dartboard was for some
Girls’ Soccer
bean bag-tossing game. Other
By Angella Zhou
possibilities are also on the table, of
As they run by, the EDS cross country team cheers! Girls soccer is course. Some students have the bright
off to quite a start this year. The 7th grade Huskies won the first game of
idea of using the dartboard for jumping
the season against Monroe with a score of 4-0. Followed by a game on the practice, jumping one after the other
eleventh of September against CT English with a score of 5-0, 5
into the middle. When asked, Mr.
Parker mentioned the possibility that he
(WOOHOO!). The September twelfth game was at Latimer.
plans to use it in his P.E. classes. For
Unsurprisingly, the EDS girls won with a score of 4-0 (they’re too
now, though, it will just stay the way it
amazing). Also making the huskies proud, is the girls 8th grade soccer team.
After beginning the season with a grueling battle against Monroe and a loss, they is, a bunch of circles on the blacktop
have kept a winning record since with some big wins against local schools. This with no defined use or purpose.
is a big year for EDS Soccer!
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Honor Band and Honor Orchestra
By Trey Johnson
Honor Band and Honor Orchestra started their year on September
13 . These groups are for experienced 5 graders, who are interested in dedicating
more time to playing music. Mrs. Ayer teaches violin, viola, cello, and string bass in
Honor Orchestra, and Mr. Johnson teaches flute, oboe, clarinet, saxophone,
trumpet, trombone, baritone, and percussion instruments in Honor Band. The
Honor Orchestra meets every Wednesday from 12:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. The Honor
Orchestra takes place in the EDS Band Room and Honor Band takes place in the
Country Lane M.U.
The Honor Groups may play new songs every year, but Mrs. Ayer and Mr.
Johnson often hand out the same popular songs for many years in a row. For
example, students in Honor Orchestra can expect to perform the songs
Dragonhunter and Mountain William, as they have for the past few years. In
addition, the Honor Band often plays the song Monster Medley for Halloween.
Fourth graders interested in Honor Band or Orchestra may join the Beginner Band
or Orchestra. These groups help prepare 4 graders who want to play an instrument.
The Honor Orchestra and Honor Band’s first concert will be in the Moreland
Woods Pumpkin Patch. “Terrifying Tunes” is on October 18 , from 5:00 to 8:00.
Along with the Honor Groups, the MMS and EDMS Jazz Bands will perform. We’re
looking forward to hearing some terrific tunes from these dedicated musicians!
This is T. Johnson, signing off!
th
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Fung Facts
By: The Ghost of the Ghost of
David Fung
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Husky 101
Health & Fitness

As huskies we need to know huskies better. Watch like a husky, feel like a
husky, be like a husky, and know about huskies. They were born to run:
Litteraly. They are one of the best breeds to pull sleighs in the cold. Many
were bred for running purposes. Siberian huskies can run 20 miles per hour
without much difficulty. You however, probably run 14 miles per hour if you
tried. I bet you can’t run as fast as indoor huskies, which can run between 10
and 20 miles per hour. You should take 2 minutes or less running around
the track to be a pure husky. Some people feed their huskies raw food like
chicken, beef, and fish. They might include fruits and vegetables (Eat your
veggies please). In 1925, a small town called Nome, had about 20 of their
people infected with Diphtheria Epidemic. The dogs needed to pull the
medicine more than 674 miles in about 6 days in the brutal weather. This
means they had run 11 miles per hour.

1. About 90% of
Americans think
that they’re above
average drivers.
2. The average person
sleeps for 26 years of
their life.
3. Ōkunoshima is an
island near Japan
that is home to over
700 wild rabbits,
despite having a 2.5
mile circumference.
4. McDonald’s once
tried to create
bubblegum-flavored
broccoli.
5. No number before
1000 contains the
letter a.
6. The farthest you can
ever be from a
McDonald’s in the
mainland U.S. is 107
miles.
Sources: Smith Law Office, Daily
Mail, National Geographic, CBS
News, The Telegraph,
weathersealed.com
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The iPhone 11

Einstein’s Theory of General
Relativity and It’s Modern Testing
By: Aadyant Suresh
Scientists have recently used a black hole to
test Einstein's theory of relativity. Einstein’s theory of
relativity details how gravity is the result of warped
time and space. His theory has been tested many
times, but scientists think that there are flaws in this
singular theory regarding gravity, as it has not been
tested in a strong enough gravity field. According to
“Einstein showed Newton was wrong about gravity.
Now scientists are coming for Einstein”, with
Sagittarius A, a large black hole, scientists can test it’s
interaction with light. Einstein’s theory of gravity is
great, but the topic of blackholes, maybe it’s weak
spot. Scientists continue to work hard to compose a
better theory that explains the
fundamental force that is gravity.

First edition

Joe Guyon and Kazu Pang
At 10am Pacific time, Apple released the
iPhone 11. This release was greatly
controversial. Many disliked that Apple barely
modified the previous iPhone model and that the
camera looked quite odd. It has two cameras on
the iPhone 11, three on the pro. One of the
cameras are dedicated to shooting wide angle
photos. The other camera is the standard 12
megapixel f2.0 aperture. This year Apple learned
from critiques that they should add a night
mode. They did, but it was not that impressive.
It would only be activated if it was dark and
could not be turned on manually. Apple
designed a new chip, claiming that it is the
fastest to ever be in a phone. They also made
improvements to battery capacity. They
increased the size of it by about 150 Milliamps.
They also made changes to the software, which
uses battery life more efficiently. This new
iPhone was barely altered from the previous
model.

Razer Car
By: Ryan Tran and Amrik Verma

The Razer car is an amazing car coming up for launch in the next few years. It is a very high tech
electric SUV inspired from the technology of a Razer gaming laptop. First of all, the Razer Is not the
scooter company or the sharp blade we use. No, we’re talking about Razer Inc., a global gaming
hardware manufacturing company established in 2005 in San Diego, California. The Razer car is
supposed to use the in-car chroma lighting. This revolutionary advancement will allow the owner to
change the colors and lighting effects inside their car. For example, one effect allows it to sync to the
audio system, and create an audio visualizer. This car will also let people play games on it while it
charges. However, this car will not be in mass
production. In fact, it won’t even be released in the
United States. Instead it will be released in China.
Currently, Razer is planning to only make 88 of these
cars. The price of the car will be $66,380 USD
(469,930.57 Chinese Yuan). Obviously, the car has the
Razer identity plastered all over it. From the green
brake calipers to the Razer logo at the sides, and even
a green skirting. It will have 544 horsepower and
accelerate from 0 - 100 km/h (62mph) in under 5
seconds. That is pretty quick car. Overall, the Razer
car is a spectacular high tech concept car (a future
car) that everybody will soon be craving. Who cares
about Teslas, because Razer cars are taking over!
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Meaning of Purple
By Tamilyn Chuang and Jolene Tien
Purple is a combination of calm blue and fierce red. The meaning of this color is often connected with royalty, wealth,
power, dignity, devotion, peace, independence, magic, mystery, creativity, wisdom, ambition, pride, and extravagance.
The color is a rare color occurring in nature, making this a sacred color. The flowers lavender, orchid, lilac, and violets,
are considered fine and precious. Purple has a variety of effects on both the mind and the body, which includes boosting spirits,
tranquilizing the mind and the nerves, and inspiring imagination and creativity.
There are many shades of purple, many in which have different meanings. Light purple, also known as lavender, is a
womanly, graceful, distinguishing color that has been related with modernized, noble woman. While the
color purple symbolizes royalty, lavender represents coolness and femininity. However, if the purple is
too light, it shows negativity and powerlessness. On the contrary, too much purple can show arrogance
and impatience.
Purple is a color full of meaning, whether it’s light or dark. The color is full of wealth and
peace. Many meanings are behind this particular color, however, there’s one main meaning behind this
color, royalty.

Geographical Gems

France Passes GAFA Act

By: Carson Smith

Politics Fishie and Politics Frog

Hidden gems of the United States are
everywhere, and this time I will show you some
adventures in Twin Falls, Idaho. Everyone has heard
of Niagara Falls but what if I told you that there is a
“Niagara of the West” closer to your doorstep than
Ontario, Canada. In fact it’s just two hours out of
Boise and three hours out of Salt Lake City. This
makes it accessible with just a short road trip with
wonderful scenery. Then the drive is worth it. You
will see a majestic 214ft high waterfall which puts
them almost 50 feet taller than Niagara Falls. This is
one of the best waterfalls in the United States but
very few people know about it. It runs up to
September from the Spring. The best time is during
the spring but August is beautiful too. Just down the
road is a majestic bridge called the Perrine Memorial
Bridge, it is 486 feet high and is best experienced
from Centennial Waterfront Park. You can also see
the Perrine Coulee Falls here. The pictures don’t do
any of the attractions justice. Are you ready to plan
your trip to Twin Falls?

This summer, the French Senate passed a
bill concerning online tax despite U.S. opposition.
This bill targets Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon,
and other major tech companies with an additional
3% percent tax for purchasing anything online.
The bill is nicknamed the GAFA Act for
targeting the tech-heavy companies. According to
Deutsche Welle, “...French officials stressed the law
will affect around 30 companies, including some
from China, Germany, Spain, and the UK, not just
the US. The bill focuses on companies using
consumer data to sell online advertising, have
annual global sales of over 750 million euros, and
revenue exceeding 25 million Euros in France.”
France is, so far, the first major economy to
pass such a bill. U.S. President Donald Trump has
ordered an investigation into the act, which could
lead to U.S. tariffs or other restrictions. The
investigation was launched under Section 301 of
the US Trade Act of 1974.
"Between allies, we can and should solve our
disputes not by threats but by other means,"
Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire told senators.
"France is a sovereign country, its decisions on tax
matters are sovereign and will continue to be
sovereign," he added.
Source: dw.com
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Micronations
By Thuan Do

You and I both live in a country--more specifically, the United States of America, with a
population of over 327.2 million. Let’s make an educated guess and say that everyone we know lives
in a country. There are roughly 195 countries recognized by the UN, all of which have their own
government, economy, etc. The smallest of these countries (in terms of people) is the Vatican City in
Rome, with a population of around 1,000 people, an area only a little over 100 acres, and a border
that extends an impressive two miles in total. Another small country would be the Pitcairn Islands, an
establishment smack in the middle of the South Pacific Ocean with a population of roughly fifty
people. But at least these tiny countries have official recognition.
A micronation is, as defined by Dictionary.com, “a small area or political entity that claims
national sovereignty but is not recognized by other sovereign states”. Basically, a micronation is that
underestimated little sibling the big kids don’t want to play with. The first recorded founding of a
micronation was in 1970 by “Prince” Leonard George Casley in protest over government rules on
wheat farming.
Today, over 400 self-proclaimed micronations have been recorded. People establish
micronations for a ton of reasons, of which include being examples of protests, hobbies, and attempts
at freedom. Many of these nations have grown quite organized and large. Liberland is a micronation
of over 250,000 people located between Croatia and Serbia, with its own laws, taxes, properties,
rights, etc. Many micronations are actually in real, official countries--including the U.S. The Republic
of Molossia is a micronation situated inside Nevada. And then there are the U.S. citizens who go to
foreign places and countries to claim land for all the right reasons. Jeremiah Heaton from the majestic
lands of the far-away kingdom of Virginia declared a patch of land between Egypt and Sudan as his
own--all for the sake of his daughter. After promising his seven-year-old Emily that she would become
royalty one day, he set out to reserve Bir Tawil as his own kingdom, just so his daughter could be
called a princess.
Sources: https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/what-is-a-micronation.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/10965298/US-father-takes-unclaimed-African-kingdom-so-his-daughter-canbe-a-princess.html

9 Riddles

(+1)

By Thuan Do

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I’m very easy to get into but very hard to get out of. What am I?
What can fly slow or quick but has no wings?
Mr. Smith has four daughters, each of whom have a brother. How many children does Mr. Smith have?
Journey without it and you will never prevail. Have to much of it and you will surely fail.
What is in the middle of March and April that you can’t find at the beginning nor the end of both
months?
6. When things go wrong, what can you always count on?
7. What goes up but never goes down?
8. There are two people on the side of the river. There is a boat, but it can only carry one person at a time.
But they both managed to cross the river. How?
9. Every evening I get my assignment and I always fulfill it. But every time I do, I get scolded. What am
I?
10. A woman has seven children. Half of them are boys. How is this possible?
Sources:
https://riddles.tips/riddle-542
https://www.playbuzz.com/arielp14/top-20-hardest-riddles?utm_source=adwords.com&utm_medium=promgg&utm_campaign=otr&gclid=EAIaIQobChMImfqoxO_J5AIVj8hkCh2GOwZhEAAYASAAEgKdjPD_BwE
https://www.rd.com/funny-stuff/challenging-riddles/
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Spill, The Tea, Huskies
By Nikita Mathew
Hey Huskies! This month, I’ll be talking about the latest
news some of you may be interested in. Let’s go!
Starting off, for all the ARMY huskies, Sunday,
September 1st, 2 weeks ago, was the South korean boy
band, BTS’s youngest member, Jungkook's birthday! His
birthday crashes Weverse, and made Twitter's capacity
WAY too high! People couldn't even post anything for some
time. Do you want to know what? Another member from
BTS, Namjoon’s, birthday trends globally too. A lot of people
expected this Nanjoon’s or RM's birthday, to be the
same! And it is going to be! People are making memes to
get ready!
Another hot topic is that Ariana Grande sued Forever
21, a teen clothing store, for using a look-a-like in one of
their ads. Weird, right? I wonder who first noticed it looked
like her, and why she sued them? Though, the model and
her vibes, outfit and accessories, looked a lot like Ariana's 7
Rings look.
Something else that happened recently was that Alicia
Silverstone "dragged Starbucks for not being eco-friendly
enough." As it states in a Buzzfeed article. Is it because she
actually cares, or because it isn't "saving the turtles"(a vsco
girl term) or whatever. She also slammed them for charging
extra to buy non-dairy milk. Maybe they shouldn't do those
things. What do you think? Should Starbucks help save the
turtles and stop charging extra for non-dairy milk, or just
keep doing what they do?
Anyways, Kris Jenner, Kylie Jenner's mom said, on a
James Corden "Late, late show" interview that she had to
"sweet talk Kylie to get an invitation to her party." I mean,
that's just ABSURD! She gave birth to her! That's exactly
what she had to say to get the invitation!
In conclusion, this is basically what's going on. If you
want more tea to sip, next month, read the next issue. Oh
and, the song “Feel Special” by Twice is coming out soon, so
check it out!-♡♡♡-









Riddle Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Trouble
Time
5
Confidence.
The letter r.
Your fingers.
Your age.
They were on different sides of the river.
An alarm clock
ALL of them are boys. ½ of the kids are
boys, and so is the other half.



By Marcus Lau
Sept. 19
o 1783: The Montgolfier
brothers of France
successfully sent a hot air
balloon with 3 animals on
board in the air and back on
land outside of Paris
Sept. 20
o 1870: Italian troops take
Rome for the new Kingdom of
Italy, eventually leading to the
creation of the smallest
country in the world, the
Vatican City.
Sept. 23
o 1806: Lewis and Clark arrived
in St. Louis, MO, concluding
their expedition to the Pacific
Northwest
o 1949: Singer and songwriter
Bruce Springsteen was born in
New Jersey
Sept. 24
o 1936: Jim Henson, creator of
“The Muppets” and creator of
some of the “Sesame Street”
characters, was born in
Mississippi
o 1957: Federal troops were sent
into the capital of Arkansas,
Little Rock, to protect African
American students attending
a local public school
Sept. 25
o 1513: Spanish explorer Vasco
Núñez de Balboa saw the
Pacific Ocean from a peak on
the Isthmus of Panama,
becoming the first European
to do so
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Back-to-School Wordsearch
By Vani Garg

Binder
Grade
School
Stationary

Folder
Huskies
Teachers
Friends

Lunch
Sports

Calling all drummers!!
And anyone who likes to make percussion music! Mrs. Wong is looking for more musicians to join
world percussion! Drop in and try it out: Wednesdays from 1:00-2:00 in the front of the school.

